Obesity, osteoarthritis and pain

Abstract

Objectives: To describe the linkage between pain, and obesity in the context of osteoarthritis. To propose a novel approach to reducing obesity associated with painful osteoarthritis.

Methods: A comprehensive literature review covering the years 2000-2014 was conducted using major data bases and key words: behavioral self-management, obesity, osteoarthritis, and pain. Previously collected data were also examined.

Results: Obesity is common among osteoarthritis sufferers. Those who are obese experience more pain and disability than those who are normal weight. A possible deterrent to weight loss in obese osteoarthritis cases is pain. A possible solution is a multidimensional self-management program utilizing cognitive behavioral strategies that addresses control of pain as well as dietary behaviors.

Conclusion: Obesity is a risk factor for heightened pain and disability among osteoarthritis sufferers. More comprehensive non pharmaceutical behavioral strategies to reduce pain and possible depression in these patients may enable more effective and sustained weight reduction or maintenance than that achieved through standard nutritional interventions alone.
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Introduction

Osteoarthritis, a highly common progressively disabling condition of multifactorial origin may be influenced negatively by factors other than aging, such as pain. In addition a variety of co morbid conditions such as obesity, which prevails at a higher rate in people with osteoarthritis than that observed in the general population, may be implicated in the pathogenesis of osteoarthritis. However, attempts to ameliorate this leading global cause of pain and disability, among those who are obese said to experience more severe pain than those of normal weight may be extremely challenging if only dietary recommendations or other passive strategies, such as bariatric surgery, are forthcoming. This is because pain accompanying osteoarthritis, which is often severe, not only limits the activity level of the affected individual which may already be compromised even though exercise is commonly advocated for weight control, overall health maintenance, and effective energy balance, but unremitting pain can lead to depression, that can foster weight gain, sleep disturbances, use of corticosteroids psychotropic medications and narcotic agents thought to adversely impact on body weight and reduce motivation for behavioural changes. At the same time, since being overweight even in the absence of pain is associated with increases in the amount of force across a weight-bearing joint, activity limitations, fatigue and muscle weakness and the development of inflammatory products, and all these factors alone can hasten joint destruction the importance of reducing excess weight among overweight adults with this condition cannot be underestimated, especially in the early phases of the disease process. Furthermore given that excess weight is strongly linked to osteoarthritis pain in a dose dependent fashion, even though the cause effect relationship between these variables may not be conclusive, the finding that the morbidly obese patient commonly has worse pain relief after total knee joint replacement surgery and arthroscopy and patients continue to use addictive opioids to relieve their pain implies concerted efforts to effectively minimize the presence of excess body weight and pain among people with painful disabling osteoarthritis in a timely way is crucial. This brief describes some recent research concerning the link between obesity and painful osteoarthritis, and in light of the compliance challenges associated with dietary restriction, plus enormous length of time and resources required to do this effectively the writer proposes a more comprehensive and timely strategy for fostering weight reduction and minimizing functional declines attributable to the overall disease process among obese osteoarthritis sufferers based on the available research. Since the keystone of managing osteoarthritis is the ability to self manage the disease and/or reduce or minimize further disability in a timely way strategies that overlap with this approach are specifically highlighted

Methods

To obtain the desired information, the PubMed, Web of Science, Academic Search Premiere websites were searched using key terms: behavioural interventions, osteoarthritis, obesity, pain, self management, treatment. All English language related reports that addressed the study question retrieved between 2000-present times were accessed, read and analyzed for related content. All forms of research were deemed acceptable if they focused on the above mentioned themes. General articles on osteoarthritis were not included. All articles were reviewed for their relevance and are reported in narrative form, as this work is deemed exploratory. Results of a series of data collection efforts conducted previously are also briefly highlighted.

Findings

Studies on pain, body mass and function in osteoarthritis as reported by Miller et al., higher pain levels have been consistently observed among various cohorts of obese adults with knee osteoarthritis. Collins et al., who examined 1753 osteoarthritis cases
over an extended period found obese cases had greater pain than non obese cases. This pain generally remained unchanged over a 6year period. However, when Rosales et al.,9 examined the impact of pain relieving medication, and education, plus the adoption of a balanced diet and exercise at least 3times a week among 38 osteoarthritis cases, they not only found no significant body mass variation but those with higher initial body mass indices were less successful than those with lower body mass indices. As well pain did not improve significantly and those with high body mass indices did not improve as much as those with lower body mass indices. It was felt that the prevailing physical incapacity as a result of the pain may have been one reason why the body mass indices remained unchanged over the study period. Because improved function did not reduce pain in a consistent fashion however, the authors suggested that perhaps the pain symptoms were not adequately assessed or adequately treated as a result. Moreover despite the researcher’s efforts to enable the patients to adhere to the recommended diet the population adhered only very sparsely. It is possible that excess pain not only impacts function and energy expenditure but leads to negative cognitive states such as depression,7 and consequently less ability to focus on recommended treatments, or deleterious changes in body composition and weight gain as a result of pain.11 In their study Graver et al.,21 which assessed differences in mobility performance, self efficacy, pain and physical activity as a function of weight status observed obese class II patients were outperformed by their counterparts on all measures. In addition, among the class III obese patients their pain rating was 178% higher than the normal weight subjects. The presence of pain is known to predict walking difficulty and performance of everyday life. According to the authors, regardless of whether physical inactivity and mobility precede weight gain and osteoarthritis or whether the onset of osteoarthritis precedes mobility challenges and declining physical activity leads to obesity the fact that pain symptoms were exacerbated and physical activity levels were reduced in those with higher weight status suggests more needs to be done to impact this interacting series of overlapping problems. In particular, pain can be associated with inflammation,22 and joint effusion and muscle dysfunction which alone can reduce physical ability and the ability to maintain a healthy weight. Obesity too is independently associated with inflammation,21 and although exercise and weight loss advocated for managing osteoarthritis are effective strategies for managing overweight problems Thomazeau et al.,23 found obese patients suffered higher bouts of acute pain than non obese patients and more unrelieved chronic pain, suggesting this obese group would be more reluctant to move or carry out physical activity recommendations,19 and was hence less active than patients with healthy body weights as a whole. This is important because data reveal that obese osteoarthritis cases not only express having more pain than those who are non obese, but they also incur more severe joint damage than the non obese patient.24 Unfortunately this obese subgroup commonly experiences excess discomfort during exercise do not perceive exercise to be enjoyable, and consider being sedentary the norm.10 As well those who are morbidly obese are found to have high pain catastrophizing beliefs, beliefs associated with binge eating behaviours.10 In turn those with more pain may be more likely to experience weight gain,10 and even small amounts of weight gain have adverse clinical implications25 such as perpetuating more mechanical disturbances as well as inflammatory reactions.20 Extrapolated from an earlier study series,26 (Figure 1) shows the distribution of body mass indices among a cohort of generally healthy community dwelling adults with mild to moderate knee osteoarthritis assessed in our laboratory. Among the 100 cases studied, mean age 69.7, (range 40-89), no subjects were identified as being underweight.

As outlined, those under age 60, where osteoarthritis is not expected to be associated with this age group had higher body mass indices depression, and pain scores on average. Those with two affected joints (N=43) were slightly heavier on average than those with one affected joint (N=57) (BMI=30 and 28 respectively), suggesting a dose response trend that would best be prevented, rather than treated after the fact. Also noteworthy was that 25/42 obese cases exhibited depressive symptoms versus 17/42 that showed no signs of depression. As observed using Pearson correlations, those with higher body mass indices experienced more subjective pain (r=.27, p=.003), as did those with higher body weights (r=.24; p=.02) and as outlined in (Figure 2), suggest high body mass indices are likely to increase pain, regardless of age, and gender and it is possible that pain impedes the ability to lose weight, or fosters excess weight inadvertently through multiple mechanisms.18

Figure 1 Comparison of body mass and pain and depression among cases younger than 60years, and older than 60years.

Figure 2 Schematic of Potential Explanation of Relationship between Obesity and Osteoarthritis.

Strategies to offset obesity among osteoarthritis cases among the strategies believed to allay the impact of excess body weight on the osteoarthritis process a key recommendation highly visible in the related literature is for people with osteoarthritis who are obese to undertake some form of weight loss. Although largely focused on dietary intake modifications27 or bariatric surgery28 in severe cases of obesity less emphasis has been placed on determining all the possible pathways through which obesity can adversely impact osteoarthritis incidence and progression and on developing parallel strategies to offset these differential and interacting factors. Efforts to provide
standard restrictive diets and behavioural therapy directed at weight management while reducing body weight in controlled trials may not be optimally efficacious in the real world in the absence of parallel strategies to minimize the related inflammatory effects associated with obesity,47;51 plus observations of deficient nutrient intake and poor eating behaviours among obese adults with chronic pain whose caloric intake was not excessive.46 In addition the importance of cognitive behavioural strategies directed towards countering excess stress pain catastrophizing, low self-efficacy, self-efficacy, and fear, all possible weight gain determinants, is strongly indicated,23 as are efforts to minimize joint pain through the application of non pharmacologic strategies, including strength training of the muscles around the affected joint to enhance a more favourable fat/muscle ratio,11 while enabling safe levels of increased physical activity levels.10,21 Since having a high body mass index predicts higher pain and disability levels over time,22 plus the accumulation of components of the metabolic syndrome which are significantly associated with a higher intensity of pain independent of weight,13 efforts to control pain that can lead to heightened activity practices may be especially advantageous for reducing excess muscle fat mass and inflammation that predisposes to abrasive joint damage.21 The development of disabling osteoarthritis, which can spread from one joint to multiple joints more rapidly in obese than non obese cases may be favourably impacted as well,10 as may surgical outcomes.24 More carefully construed multi-pronged comprehensive efforts if adopted as a standard of practice would not only have the potential to foster more rapid weight reduction and more effective weight maintenance after that but could potentially minimize the possible onset of insulin resistance that may adversely affect cartilage homeostasis,44 plus the acquisition of other co morbid conditions such as hypertension, along with depression over time. In addition, educational efforts directed towards providing obese osteoarthritis patients with a better understanding of how some of their pain is likely to be produced by chemicals in fatty tissue,35 as well, providing an understanding of how obesity can increase the risk for heart disease, diabetes, and hypertension or worsen these pre existing conditions as well as pain would seem helpful. Explaining that joint replacement surgery designed to reduce pain and disability is often complicated by the presence of obesity, and that those with lower body weights suffer less pain than those with higher body weights may be useful as well.10,23,47 That is in addition to structured weight loss directives, preventative attempts to control pain plus the provision of thoughtful educational efforts that places emphasis on the benefits of weight loss including the lowered risk of excess osteoarthritis disability, and inflammatory body responses due to fatty tissue may prove highly successful. As well efforts to minimize stress may enable more optimal energy balance and activity levels, and may also reduce the risk of excess truncal obesity due to high cortisol levels,10 plus the risk of depression that can foster weight gain.6 As well, stressing the benefits of strength training for reducing fat deposits in muscle as well as for pain relief may be helpful because obesity makes it harder for the bone to absorb impact loads that can produce pain and joint dysfunction.37

To assist in this process, a team of physical therapists, counselors, dieticians, physicians, psychologists, cardiologists, and occupational therapists trained to carefully assess the individual patient in a holistic manner, and to provide a tailored intervention package for them is desirable. Baseline questionnaires and physical and mental health examinations, plus records of daily dietary intake and pain levels as well as follow up evaluations can be helpful as well. A focus on attaining a healthy weight, avoiding harmful joint damaging activities and on the provision of optimal cognitive behavioural strategies, stress and eating control strategies, while helping clients to meet daily nutrient and physical activity recommendations is especially recommended.

In sum, since those osteoarthritis cases with high body weights are likely to experience lower pain reduction levels when treated,18 and Cimmino et al.,19 noted a significant relationship between pain and body mass or=30 (OR)=1.52; 95% CI 1.42 to 1.61) among people with different forms of osteoarthritis, efforts to minimize pain among those people with osteoarthritis who are overweight is clearly indicated. However, even though weight reduction alone can ameliorate osteoarthritis symptoms, a high number of cases, may remain obese, with unchanged levels of pain over time. In addition, those who resort to narcotic or excess over the counter pharmaceutical drugs to relieve their pain are likely to have increased, rather than decreased weight problems.13 Depression accompanying the presence of pain and disability can heighten binge eating behaviours, as well as foster excess overweight due to anti depressants related to dosage. At the same time, lower levels of social and physical activities can impede energy balance strategies. Chronic pain may also alter glucose homeostasis negatively, fostering the potential loss of muscle mass, and the co-occurrence of fat gain.40 Sleep disturbances that arise as a consequence of pain, are also found to heighten the proclivity to weight gain, inadvertently,41 and the risk of having metabolic syndrome that may increase pain and joint damage.44 Thus rather than advocating for simple weight reduction to reduce osteoarthritis symptoms, which does not necessarily reduce body fat foster muscle strength gains, nor ameliorate joint malalignment problems and others such as depression, a specific focus on alleviating pain and those correlates that could have a bearing on body fat reduction as a therapeutic target, should not be underestimated as having direct as well as indirect benefits on both weight associated issues and overall disability.42 The importance of the need to limit excess weight gain at an early age as this heightens the risk for the onset of osteoarthritis later on, preventing weight gain in adults of healthy weight diagnosed with osteoarthritis, and reducing class III obesity levels to class II or I is strongly advocated as well.18 Moreover, among this patient group, minimizing the risk of other chronic conditions related to obesity, such as heart disease, hypertension, and diabetes, as well as stress and anxiety should be emphasized by all practitioners as all these conditions and adverse health implications can potentially impact the pathogenesis of both osteoarthritis as well as obesity, quite markedly and negatively.43 Advocating for healthy eating practices and ensuring vitamin D levels are optimal, and treating pain as a separate illness in parallel with other strategies may impact both pain,44 as well as obesity levels quite favourably.

Conclusion

A large body of data reveals that the natural course of osteoarthritis, including adverse surgical outcomes may be mediated or moderated or predated by the presence of an excess body mass.45,46 This may reflect a higher prevalence of body fat which is associated with more mechanical stress and derangement,47 as well as hormonal products that cause pain or act as inflammatory mediators that hasten cartilage degradation.48 It is also associated with a greater infiltration of the muscles of the body by fat,49 thus reducing muscle strength generating capacity and quality both generally and specifically,50 and thereby exposing the joint to greater impact than if the muscle bulk is well preserved, as well as widespread pain.51 As outlined in (Figure 2) there are consequently numerous ways for excess body weight to amplify joint damage directly or indirectly, through multiple pathways and since joint pain
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is the cardinal clinical complaint of people with osteoarthritis that may inhibit weight loss efforts attempts to unravel the source of both pain and obesity are likely to prove more fruitful than efforts conducted in isolation. However although most of the literature focuses on how obesity influences osteoarthritis pain, very little attention is devoted to the possibility that the presence of joint damage resulting in excess pain and immobility can foster weight gain and set off a cycle of pain and weight gain that is reinforcing as outlined by Jhanke et al., which can produce dysfunctions of sleep, mood and energy that can adversely influence weight maintenance or reduction efforts. Also noteworthy in this context, is the fact that very little is written about the possibility of acquiring more extensive osteoarthritis at other joint sites in those with a single affected joint if they remain overweight as suggested by Marks, which suggests timely weight reduction is imperative. The finding that the contribution of overweight to the pain experience in knee osteoarthritis may be more Aversive for females than males with the same diagnosis also suggests more should be done to explore the obesity pain link in this sub group.

In particular since being obese increases pain a significant predictor of greater functional decline, and stronger pain medications requirements, professionals interested in improving the outlook for people with osteoarthritis might want to consider the potential benefits of approaching this clinical condition by designing and implementing more comprehensive multi-pronged interventions in a timely way once a patient is diagnosed with this condition as recommended by Focht et al., Messier et al. and Peters et al., who found those osteoarthritis cases with more overall pain at baseline had more pain seven years later plus worse function and greater degrees of joint deterioration. Thomazeau et al. found obese osteoarthritis cases suffered more significantly from chronic unrelied pain than those with a healthy weight. As outlined by Powell et al., if obesity is the main preventable risk factor for the onset and progression of osteoarthritis, more concerted prevention efforts plus more impactful treatments to minimize obesity may vastly improve the quality of life and outlook for many across the globe, along with allaying the immense suffering and social costs that presently persist and are predicted to increase. However as proposed by Janke et al., much more research focusing on expanding our knowledge about the relationship between pain and obesity testing explanatory models addressing their co-occurrence and developing efficacious treatments to effectively target this comorbidity is desirable given that longitudinal studies suggest overweight/obesity early in life is a risk factor for pain and is likely to be highly prevalent because of the increasing obesity proliferation. Moreover given the co-occurrence of pain and overweight/obesity and its negative effect on the management of obesity, and the importance of daily levels of optimal cyclic joint loading in joint preservation a well conceived pain reduction protocol would seem beneficial for reducing metabolic as well as mechanical determinants of osteoarthritis. Conversely a failure to control pain levels along with a lack of regular cyclic joint loading foster further inflammatory related joint destruction, a low quality of life, sleep disturbances which is a risk factor for obesity as well as depression and other important social economic and physical functions. In addition rates of hypertension diaetes and cardiovascular disease associated with greater rates of joint deterioration are likely to increase. Since weight loss alone may not alter the prevailing joint pathology, and may alter joint biomechanics adversely in some cases for example if there is excessive weight loss, and the cause of the problem is joint instability or malalignment and/or weight loss is accompanied by excess loss of lean muscle mass, a focus on this strategy alone may yet have highly negative implications for perpetuating osteoarthritis pain among those who are obese. Vitamin D intake and other essential nutrients for health and joint function as well as pain perception may be especially negatively influenced in cases of bariatric surgery in the absence of careful nutrition education, due to persistent low levels of mobility and sunlight exposure in face of pain. Hence avoiding such extreme measures in efforts to reduce osteoarthritis pain in obese cases seems highly recommended. To this end, the use of whole body mass impedance measures and the ability to examine local and general body fat distribution versus lean muscle mass, which can contribute to a high body mass index value along with periodic vitamin D assays, followed by long term carefully designed tailored multi pronged interventions as outlined by Janke et al. and Barlow, as well as a focus on diet content, stress control, glucose control and avoidance of reduced bone mineral density effects that can occur post weight loss is highly recommended in this respect, as is careful attention to maximizing mental health through cognitive behavioral therapy (Figure 3) and behavioral therapy combined, as well as overall health status, muscle and physical function through non pharmacologic approaches. Finally ascertaining the cause of prevailing obesity and intervening accordingly in this respect is strongly advocated.

Figure 3 Potential Barriers to Weight Reduction in People with Disabling Painful Osteoarthritis that May be Overcome by a Carefully Designed Program of Appropriate Dietary Strategies, Pain Relief Strategies, Stress Control Strategies, Lifestyle Behavior and Cognitive Behavior Therapy Interventions.
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